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Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN 

membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world. 

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as 

maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and 

#TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 
Unleashing the power of people - How digital services can transform healthcare (@tkelsey1) - 

via AuDigitalHealth 
 

Is the NHS facing a perpetual winter? - via BBCHughPym 
 

Amazon's AI-powered Echo speakers head to UK and Germany - via BBCNews 
 

Amazon Echo speakers set to launch in UK and Europe - via BBCNews 
 

Government data security slammed in new NAO report - via BBCNews 
 

Care workers sue council contractor in minimum wage battle - via BBCNews 
 

Red tape 'stops school nurses doing job’ - via BBCNews 
 

Call for broadband speed comparison checking sites - via BBCNews 
 

Cybathlon: World's first 'bionic Olympics' gears up - via BBCNews 
 

Seven-day NHS 'impossible under current funding levels (NHS Providers) - via BBCNews 
 

Robot operates inside eye in world first - via BBCNews 
 

NHS in England at 'tipping point' - hospital bosses - via BBCNews 
 

Remember this? How mobile phones have evolved - via BBCNews 
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NHS England hospital patients face record discharge delays - NHS stuck in 'eternal winter - via  

BBCNews 
 

UK tech firm swoops on HP software unit in $8.8bn deal - via BBCNews 
 

How computer games can help older people stay active - via BBCNews 
 

Smartphone study on weather and pain reveals early data - via BBCNews 
 

NHS: Health apps to inform patient records - via BBCNews 
 

Latest announcements on Apple 7 Phone and Apple Watch - via BBCNews 
 

Five ways interoperability can benefit home health and hospice agencies - via BeckersHR 
 

The Most Over-Hyped Technologies in Healthcare - via Berci 
 

Policy-Makers Should Boost Digital Health - via Berci 
 

$500M Google-backed diabetes startup will set up Cambridge HQ - via BosBizJournal 
 

UK named as best G20 country for starting a digital business - via CityAM 
 

Remote Monitoring of Patients in Clinical Trials - via Clin_Trials 
 

Award for GM's devolved health system – £28.5m for pioneer lifesaving research and new 

treatments - via CMFTNHS 
 
The $54 million Mercy hospital without any beds - Seniors swap hospital visits for iPads - via  

CNNMoney 
 

IoT and healthcare at home – why are councils in the slow lane? - via ComputerWeekly 
 

From Australia: Home monitoring of chronic diseases - via CSIROnews 
 
IBM and Harrow Council to bring Watson Care Manager to individuals in the UK - via  

DByDNews 
 

Upcoming event: Digital Health and Care Alliance - 6 Oct, Leeds - via DHACA_org 
 

New £816 million investment in health research - via DHgovuk 
 

TPP deployed in Bradford social care - via digitalhealth2 

 

£20m Connected Health Cities data project in North of England - via digitalhealth2 
 

Expo 2016: What you need to know - via digitalhealth2 
 

Caldicott: future of patient opt-outs a 'challenge' - via digitalhealth2 
 

CCIO Network leaders urge adoption of Wachter recommendations - via digitalhealth2 
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NHS digital exemplars programme prompts mixed response - via digitalhealth2 
 

Hunt: IT funds will support 'Ivy league' of exemplar trusts - via digitalhealth2 
 

Wachter calls for extension to paperless 2020 target - via digitalhealth2 
 

Stevens renews support for wearable tech and data mining - via digitalhealth2 
 
Study: Patients who utilize one of Walgreens' digital tools show improved meds adherence - via  

DrugStoreNews 
 

Can robots handle your healthcare? - via EandTmagazine 
 
We've seen smartphones work as ECGs, so why not use them to test for glaucoma at home? - 

via engadget 
 

Teleradiology offers real benefits to Radiologists - via ETHealthWorld 
 

A Screenless Smartwatch That Teases An Alternative Future Of UI - via FastCoDesign 
 

Innovation by Design Awards 2016 - via FastCoDesign 
 

Stanford's Kate Lorig: Digital system for diabetics designed with, for patients - via FierceHealth 
 

Nest Gives Its Security Cameras Brains Using Google's Computer Vision Software - via Forbes 
 

From the U.S.: Handymen, home care helps seniors trying to age in place - via FoxNews 
 

A smart, connected home future or houseful of gadgets? - via geekwire 
 

Amazon launches Echo voice-controlled speaker and Alexa assistant in the UK - via guardian 
 

'Back on my feet': how artificial limbs can have a second life in Africa - via guardian 
 

Robots will eliminate 6% of all US jobs by 2021, report says - via guardian 
 

Scotland facing billions of pounds of budget cuts, say economists - via guardian 
 
iOS 10: top 10 things you need to know about Apple's new iPhone & iPad software incl Siri 

updates - via guardian 
 

NHS facing 'pockets of meltdown' this winter - via guardian 
 

Galaxy Note 7 owners in US told to turn off phones due to exploding battery risk - via guardian 
 

Can apps improve your mental wellbeing? - via guardian 
 
Only a cash-strapped public sector still finds ‘smart’ technology sexy by Evgeny Morozov - via  

guardian 
 

Brexit camp abandons £350m-a-week NHS funding pledge - via guardian 
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NHS chiefs warn that hospitals in England are on the brink of collapse - via guardian 
 

Three in four Britons unclear on obesity link to cancer – poll - via guardian 
 

NHS 'in perpetual winter' as waiting list reaches record 3.9m patients - via guardian 
 

Postcode lottery' revealed in NHS care - via guardian 
 

Demand for NHS care is dangerously high, says thinktank - via guardian 
 

NHS chief: hospitals can't cope with five-day junior doctor strikes - via guardian 
 

'Moonshot' cancer panel calls for US to create national research database - via guardian 
 

Apple iPhone 7 launch event: key points at a glance - via guardian 
 

Today: National Information Board - 8 Sept at 10a - via Health_2020 #Health2020 #EXPO16NHS 
 
HIMSS launches international buddy programme to support NHS Digital Exemplars - via  

HealthITCentral 
 

Secrets to engagement: Start with the patient and work backwards - via HealthITNews 
 

Epic reveals R&D spending outstrips Apple, Google and its competitors - via HealthITNews 
 
MIT professor's quick primer on two types of machine learning for healthcare - via 

HealthITNews 
 
Robots could replace middle managers & up to fifth of nurses in near future, says Finnish report 

- via HelsinkiTimes 
 
Kaiser, ambulance service deliver health care home (post hospital checks via paramedic) - via  

HillsboroTrib 
 

5 Best Practices for Human-Centered Design in Healthcare - via hitconsultant 
 

NHS Digital urges staff to take responsibility for security - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
NHS Trust bailouts reach almost £2bn in 2015-16, up from £1.2bn the previous year - via  

HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Hopson: New care models 5 -15 yrs to implement, little evidence will give sufficient savings - via  

HSJnews (£) 
 

CEO of Australian Digital Health Agency pay almost the same as PM Turnbull - via IBTimesAU 
 

Diabetes increase putting NHS future 'at stake’ - via Independent 
 

NHS boss warns Jeremy Hunt seven-day service is 'impossible - via Independent 
 

Rise of healthcare apps making it simpler for the patients to seek care in India - via 

IndianExpress 
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Elderly care is 'close to crisis point' say Liverpool Council - £2.75 an hour to spend on care - via  

itvnews 
 

Survey: Drones, robots and other tech in healthcare - what do patients think? - via MDDIonline 
 

From the U.S.: Why is telemedicine utilization so low? - via medcitynews 
 
Details scant, but Verily-Sanofi’s $500M diabetes JV aims to change behavior - via 

medcitynews 
 
From the U.S.: Innovative Medical Alert System Industry that responds to medical emergency - 

via Medgadget 
 

7 Tips for Including Patient Safety in Telemedicine Programs - via mHealthIntel 
 
How telemedicine, remote patient monitoring help extend care into rural Mississippi - via  

MobiHealthNews 
 

Cleveland Clinic exec: We need better engagement, not more apps - via MobiHealthNews 
 
Walgreens pill reminder, activity tracking both improved medication adherence in study - via  

MobiHealthNews 
 
iHealth-eDevice deal pushes iHealth toward B2B, expands geographic reach - via 

MobiHealthNews 
 

Chrono Therapeutics raises $47.6M to develop smoking cessation wearable - via 

MobiHealthNews 
 
Study: App's weight loss outcomes comparable to traditional diabetes prevention programs - via  

MobiHealthNews 
 

Sonos Aims for the Smart Home with Alexa, Spotify Support - via MobileIDWorld 
 

Independent living in an ageing society through innovative ICT solutions - via myCORDIS 
 
Inovalon and MDLIVE Bring Real-Time Advanced Analytics to Telemedicine Marketplace - via  

NASDAQ 
 

The key to making person- and community-centred care happen? Start simple - via nesta_uk 
 

Guide to enabling behaviour change for health & wellbeing using person/community centred 

approaches - via nesta_uk 
 

Smart wristband tracks vital signs to keep truckers moving - via newscientist 
 
Englishman now in charge of $1 billion digital health records system doctors refuse to use - via  

newscomauHQ 
 

London councils seek joint commissioning to ‘embed public health’ in all services - via nhenews 
 
New coalition of health and social care experts on mission to guarantee status of EU staff - via  

nhsemployers 
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100 of the brightest medics now driving innovation in the NHS - via NHSEngland 
 
New digital leadership team sets out stall for delivering a paperless NHS at NHS Expo - via  

NHSEngland 
 

Greater Manchester – providing a model for health and social care devolution - via NHSEngland 
 

Behaviour change and tech can transform the NH - via NHSEngland 
 

More imagination needed in the health system says NHS England Director - via NHSEngland 
 

How An Edible Battery Could Power Medical Robots You Swallow - via NPR 
 
Social care is running on empty – but technology can make a difference (by @PaulBurstow) - 

via PaulBurstow 
 

3.8 million people over 16 in England now have diabetes - via PHE_uk 
 

UK to establish a digital academy for healthcare professionals - via PMLiVEcom 
 
AliveCor Introduces First iOS App Combining ECG and Blood Pressure to Manage Heart Health 

- via PRNewswire 
 

Fitnet Launches First-Ever Technology Connecting Apple Health Data to Live Fitness Coaches - 

via prweb 
 
User need and integrated, intuitive systems: How Newham is digitising social care - via 

PublicTech 
 

New glucose meter which works with the iPhone’s Lightning connector - via RWW 
 

Hospitals 'Could Reach Breaking Point By Winter - via SkyNews 
 
Launch of @DHealthLDN Accelerator programme’s first cohort of businesses - via  

tecdotlondon 
 

PepperHealth can detect vitals and send out an emergency alert for elders in trouble - via  

TechCrunch 
 
Amazon to launch Echo voice-activated personal assistant speakers in the UK - via  

Telegraph 
 
District nurses are the real heroes of the NHS, but they are under total siege by George 

Plumptre - via Telegraph 
 

Event: IET Engineering the Future Festival - via TheIET 
 

Take a tablet if you’re feeling ill: new NHS app can give diagnosis - via thetimes 
 

Can housing orgs successfully support ageing in place with help of tech? - via TSAVoice 
 

Scottish local government appoints joint IT leadership - via ukalocaldigital 
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Minister questioned on A&E winter planning - 4.30pm 12 Sept - via UKParliament 
 

Apple Watch Series 2 review - via verge 
 

Amazon Echo can now control your GE fridge and more - via wareable 
 

Inhealthcare teams up with NHS to join the war on obesity - via yorkshirepost 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  

Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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